Bareroot Rose List 2020

Grandifloras:
Grandifloras: Large flowers borne in clusters usually taller in habit, individual stems within each cluster are suitable for cutting.

Sweet Spirit™ (‘Meithatie’) – Fully double, traditional rose bloom with a strong sweet sugary fragrance. Bright romantic berry red with powerful perfume.

Hybrid Teas:
Hybrid: With large, well-formed blooms and upright, sturdy canes, they are most popular as cut flowers.

Beverly® Eleganza™ (‘KORpauvio’) – Pink blooms with a strong citrus fragrance.
Black Baccara™ (‘Meidebenne’) – Unique burgundy color, will last up to two week in a vase.
Blue Girl – Large silvery lavender blooms with a rose and lilac fragrance.
Centennial Star® (‘Meinerau’) – Strongly fragrant golden yellow blooms edged with pink.
Earth Angel™ Parfuma® (‘KORgeowim’) – Soft pink peony-like blooms with a strong sweet apple/lemon/rose fragrance.
Eternal Flame™ (‘Meifacul’) – Classically shaped, soft, flickering yellow blooms. Strong citrus.
Fragrant Cloud (‘Tanellis’) – An abundance of bright coral-red blossoms with a honey-sweet fragrance.
Heirloom (‘Jacblend’) – A strong fragrance combined with deep, lilac-lavender edged with magenta flowers.
Just Joey – Fruity fragrance and large, ruffled apricot blooms.
Love’s Promise™ – Deep currant red flowers with strong raspberry fragrance.
Miss All-American Beauty – Deep pink blooms with a strong old rose fragrance.
Moonlight Romantica® (Meikaquinz) – Light yellow sometimes suffused with white. Strong fragrance.
Oklahoma – Deep red full flower with a strong rose fragrance and performs well in the vase.
Peace – Mulitcolored soft pink in the edges fading to yellow in the center. Mild fruity fragrance.
Pinkerbelle™ (‘Meivanae’) – Unique pink hybrid tea, spicy verbena fragrance and superior disease resistance.
Queen Mary 2™ (‘Meifaissel’) – White with a distinctive strong fragrance of sweet rose and banana.
Tahitian Sunset™ – A wonderful mix of apricot and pink that intensifies in the summer sun. Strong fragrance.
Floribundas:
Floribundas: Clusters of medium sized flowers often more compact and shorter in habit than a Hybrid Tea, medium length stems. Typically blooms from spring until the first frost.

**Bolero™ (Meidelweis)** – Large white blooms with extraordinarily strong fragrance of traditional rose mixed with tropical fruit.

**Burgundy Iceberg** – Purple-red burgundy/cream reverse. Mild honey.

**Scentimental™** (WEKplapep) - Distinctive deep red/burgundy on white to cream. Spicy fragrance.

---

**English Shrub:**

English Shrub: Combines the unique form and rich fragrance of antique roses with the health and heavier blooming of modern hybrids.

**The Ancient Mariner** (Ausoutcry) – An impressive variety bearing very large pink blooms. Strong fragrance.

**Carding Mill®** (Auswest) – Large blooms of pink, apricot, and yellow. Strong, beautiful myrrh fragrance.

**Darcey Bussell** (Ausdecorum) – Beautiful, deep crimson rosettes with a delightful fruity fragrance.

**Desdemona** (Auskindling) – Pretty peachy pink buds open to reveal white blooms with an attractive hint of pink at the earliest stage of flowers. Strong fragrance.

**Falstaff** (Ausverse) – Large, rich, dark crimson blooms with a powerful Old Rose fragrance.

**Golden Celebration** (Ausgold) – Golden yellow with delicious tea scent and hints of Sauternes wine and strawberry.

**The Lady Gardener** (Ausbrass) – Large, full-petalled apricot blooms with a strong, delicious tea scent.

**Lady of Shalott** (Ausnyson) – Striking apricot-yellow, chalice-shaped blooms. One of the hardiest and most reliable of the David Austin rose collection.

**Munstead Wood** (Ausbernard) – A multi-award winner with sumptuous, deep velvety crimson blooms, and strong Old Rose fragrance.

**The Poet’s Wife** (Auswhirl) – Beautiful, cupped flowers with a rich, fruity fragrance.

**Princess Alexandra of Kent** (Ausmerchant) – A magnificent rose with large, deeply cupped blooms of warm, glowing pink. There is a delicious fresh tea fragrance with aspects of lemon and blackcurrants.

**Winchester Cathedral** (Auscat) – Masses of fragrant white blooms throughout the summer. Delicious Old Rose fragrance with hints of honey and almond blossom.
**Shrubs:**

Shrubs: Free blooming plants with differing flower sizes and forms. With their disease resistance, continuous blooms and wonderful range of colors, these easy-to-grow roses will provide a beautiful and carefree garden.

Blanc Double de Coubert – Pure white, semi-double blooms. Very fragrant from spring to fall.
Purple Pavement – Large, purple semi-double blooms and a heavy spring flush with a strong fragrance.
The Double Knock Out® Rose (‘Radtko’) – The full double cherry red flowers look just like a classic rose.

**Climbers:**

Climbers: Especially versatile roses whose long canes can be trained along fences, trellises, or walls, and are variable in flower size, form and mature habit.

Claire Austin (Ausprior) – Large creamy white blooms with a strong fragrance of myrrh, meadowsweet, and vanilla.
Climbing Iceberg – Bears sprays of medium-sized, white flowers with a light, sweet fragrance.
Don Juan – Dark velvety red with very fragrant flowers smelling of strong rose.
Joseph’s Coat – A continuous kaleidoscope of colors changing yellow to scarlet back to orange and carmine. Light fragrance.
New Dawn – A hardy, classic old favorite with an abundant show of pink flowers peaking in the spring and repeating all summer. Grow up a trellis or on any other vertical surface for beautiful cascades of color. Sweet rose fragrance.
Teasing Georgia™ (Ausbaker) – Rich yellow, rosette-shaped blooms with a lovely, strong tea fragrance.

**Sunblaze® Miniatures:**

Sunblaze® Miniatures: Hardy and easy to grow, these compact, petite roses bloom from spring until fall. They perform well when used as a border and are spectacular in containers.

Rainbow Sunblaze® (‘Meigenpi’) – Small buds that have a bright yellow cast with red undertones, transforming into stunning orange red when open.
Red Sunblaze® (‘Meirutral’) – Vigorous, upright and freely branching plants create a spectacular hedge. Vivid Red color.

***Be sure to check in with us on availability as we will be getting in additional rose types and varieties later in the season as well***

***Please feel free to contact us regarding any questions about additional availability of varieties as not all of our stock is accounted for in the list above, 360.862.1323.***
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